
Why Wind-Free Cooling?
Just sit down and experience cool wind that pours from tiny holes on the panel with the 
airflow blades closed. You are just a button away to feel comfortable like home, not chilly on 
your skin.

When should I use it?
The ideal time to use the Wind-Free Cooling is when the room temperature gets close to the 
desired temperature.
 • If the indoor temperature gets relatively high, switch standard Cool mode without the 

Wind-Free Cooling function.  Once the indoor temperature cools down, enable the Wind-
Free Cooling function.

Should I use it with Dry mode?
Just better together! Sit back and enjoy the Wind-Free Cooling along with the drying 
function that your air conditioner offers.
 • Choose this Wind-Free Cooling function when the humidity drops down.

Here’s How to Enjoy the Wind-Free Cooling
▶   If the indoor temperature goes high in sync with external temperature or heat from 

cooking, operate the Cool mode.  When the room temperature decreases, operate 
the Wind-Free Cooling function.
• Refer to User Manual for more information.

▶   If the indoor temperature and humidity increase too high, the airflow blades start to open 
for a change of air. They are closed at the desired temperature and humidity. Then you 
can enjoy Wind-Free Cooling effects.

Change of the airflow blade by temperature and humidity

Indoor temperature 
and humidity

Low
 • Breeze comes out from 

the Wind-Free panel

High
 • Breeze comes out from 

the airflow blade
Airflow blade Closed Open

▶   For Your Sound Sleep
• When the Wind-Free Cooling runs while sleeping or with the good'sleep function, 

you may feel cold air if the air conditioner is installed over the bed. Just adjust the set 
temperature.

What is the Wind-Free Cooling?
DB68-08713A-01

Freezing as a Wind Chill (the Airflow Blade open)Cool as a Summer Breeze (the Wind-Free Panel)
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Care and Maintenance-It Couldn’t Be Easier 
Cleaning the Wind-Free panel
Clean the Wind-Free panel at least once a month.

1. Pull the airflow blade open. 2. Hold and pull both sides of the Wind-Free panel 
until it comes free from the air conditioner. 

3. Use a soft brush or vacuum cleaner to 
remove any dust. 
If there is heavy dust, separate the 
Wind-Free panel and lightly rinse it 
with running water. 

4. Hang the Wind-Free panel in the grooves 
at the bottom left and right.

5. Align the projections of the Wind-Free 
panel with the grooves at the top, 
middle, and bottom of the front panel.

6. After inserting the Wind-Free panel, press 
the top 4 places and the bottom 3 places by 
hand so that there is no gap to the panel.

  CAUTION
 • If you attach the Wind-Free panel without the airflow blade being open, it may become 

obstructed by the Wind-Free panel and may not open properly.

Tip on Auto clean and Dry (Preventing growth of mold and bacteria) 
Press the  button for 3 seconds, or  ▶   ▶ select [Clean] ▶ . Then 
turn off the air conditioner. The Auto clean and dry function runs for 10 to up to 30 minutes 
depending on internal dry conditions.
 • Once the Auto clean and Dry functions are activated, it is automatically set each time you 

turn on the air conditioner.

Tip on cleaning the filters (Preventing growth of mold and bacteria)
Clean the filters at the following intervals to prevent mold and bacteria from growing 
within the air conditioner.
 • Extra-fine air filter (cleaning): 2 weeks, PM 1.0 filter (cleaning): 3 months, Tri-care filter 

(replacement): 3 years
※    The PM 1.0 filter is only applicable for the AR****A***, AR****B*** Series model.
※    The Tri-care filter is only applicable for the AR****C***, AR****E***, AR****G*** Series 

model.
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